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ProdMgmtTalk Never participated in a twitter chat? FAQs - http://bit.ly/i88OuC Join us!   
 
ProdMgmtTalk See a list of all the twitter chats: 400 and growing! Twitter Chat Schedule http://bit.ly/dJVfHk    
 
ProdMgmtTalk Get ready! Join us at http://tweetchat.com/room/prodmgmttalk automatically appends hashtag 
prodmgmttalk #prodmgmt # 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Discussion questions from each talk http://on.fb.me/fFRi7b Today’s questions: 

http://on.fb.me/m2V0QG 

 

ProdMgmtTalk 2 minutes to go! Please introduce yourself & where you're from when you come in! 
 
 

ErikaLAndersen Checking in to #prodmgmttalk. Looking forward to topic: How to be a Rockstar Project Manager 
 
ptyoung I'll be tweeting from Austin, Texas for today's#prodmgmttalk with @cindyfsoloman and @brainmates 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Counting down in 1 minute and its time to start! Yeah!!!! Welcome to our speaker @ptyoung 
 
thefairdesmondo Signing into #prodmgmttalk. Very relevant topic in our company at the minute, so looking forward to it  
 
ProdMgmtTalk Agenda: first 5 minutes intros and then Q1 questions followed by our A1 answers http://on.fb.me/m2V0QG 
 
Nava_Bromberger Nava Bromberger, San Jose CA 
 
charlieoliver Signing into #prodmgmtTalk from Salt Lake City, Utah! 
 

cindyfsolomon I'm tweeting from @prodmgmttalk across bay from San Francisco!   
 
ProdMgmtTalk Welcome @Nava_Bromberger @thefairdesmondo 
 
jimargarcia Jimar Garcia, Irvine CA 
 
ptyoung For all the tweeps on #prodmgmttalk, I'll be following you after the talk, so introduce yourself please!  
 
brainmates Welcome Everyone to our weekly chat. Its Adrienne from Sydney, Australia 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Intro Paul Young @ptyoung has > decade of experience in hardware, software, and services product management 
and marketing. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Intro Paul Young @ptyoung has launched and managed dozens of products, started his own business and... 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Intro Paul Young @ptyoung used the market-facing techniques he teaches at Pragmatic Marketing to create 
successful products. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Intro Paul Young @ptyoung experiences range from large companies to startups, across a wide range of techn & 
business models 
 
ErikaLAndersen Yay! Another person from SLC. RT @charlieoliver: Signing into #prodmgmtTalk from Salt Lake City, Utah! 
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ProdMgmtTalk Posting FIRST QUESTION! Q1 Why do some product managers succeed where others fail? 
 
ptyoung There are millions of reasons why some #prodmgmt ppl fail where others succeed, some based in chance and 
circumstance.  
 
ptyoung We're going to focus on what I call the X-factors of#prodmgmt that the rock stars of our world have figured out how to 
use  
 
bdoctor Barry from Minneapolis popping in  
 
ptyoung A1: Together, we'll look at what those skills are and how we can emulate the stars to become better 
ourselves.#prodmgmttalk Got any ideas? 
 
cindyfsolomon A1. I thought I failed when startup didn't get funded - in retrospect learned complexity beyond obvious product 
issues... 
 
jidoctor Jennifer from Minneapolis signing in for #prodmgmttalk. hey guys!  
 
ProdMgmtTalk Welcome on @bdoctor Q1. Why do some product managers succeed where others fail? all 
quests:http://on.fb.me/m2V0QG  
 
brainmates A1: Rockstars expect the best. Perhaps Product Managers should expect the best fr product definition, development 
to delivery 
 
ptyoung #prodmgmttalk Failure in and of itself is only as bad as what we don't learn from it 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Yeah - the pm rockstars from #pcamp are showing up! 
 
jidoctor @ProdMgmtTalk *blush* 
 
brainmates RT @ptyoung: #prodmgmttalk Failure in and of itself is only as bad as what we dont learn from it 
 
thefairdesmondo A1. For new PMs training is a big part IMHO, but equally being around experienced PMs is invaluable 
 
ptyoung I teach #prodmgmt skills each week, and what I've found is that having the skills is just step 1. You have to go beyond 
them.  
 
brainmates We all fail at some point as Product Managers. It taking steps to make sure we don't make the same personal 
mistakes 
 
jimargarcia A1: Rockstars figure out what's important and focus 
 
ProdMgmtTalk A1: wonder if successful PMs get mentored through out their career & org? 
 
LilianMahoukou @ProdMgmtTalk I'd say great execution as well and the capacity to collaborate with other departments 
 
bdoctor A1 Rockstars build influence by collaborating with cross functional teammates - repoire  
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ProdMgmtTalk Welcome @jimargarcia @LilianMahoukou 
 
brainmates #Prodmgmt training is a start. Its remembering what you've learnt and putting in practice 
 
ptyoung A1: I've made a series of presos on this topic at various #productcamps, see the slide deck 
here: http://slidesha.re/9rGXYL 
 
jidoctor But, what is important is often defined by "poltics" of the org not the business goals or culture, and certainly not product 
 
Macmyday A1 Some products bear higher risks than others, but it's also the approach to PM that makes a product successful 
 
ptyoung A1: If you're interested in even more details about the#prodmgmt X-factors, see my blog: http://bit.ly/lzmzrV 
 
jidoctor RT @bdoctor: A1 Rockstars build influence by collaborating with cross functional teammates  
 
Macmyday RT @brainmates: A1: Rockstars expect the best. Perhaps Product Managers should expect the best fr product 
definition, development to delivery 
 
ProdMgmtTalk ONWARDS! Q2. What are the keys to accelerating your career in product management? 
 
ErikaLAndersen Hard skills vs. soft skills. Equal importance? Or one more important? 
 
wapolanco A1: My favorite 3 skills I look for: team building & collaboration, salesmanship, persistence. 
 
Macmyday @ptyoung Agree training is important, but not all. Practical application is even more important 
 
bdoctor RT @ptyoung: @jidoctor RE: A1 - a star PM can get beyond the politics by redefining the "game" on their terms and 
data! 
 
ptyoung A2: 1st, acquire the base-skills that are tickets-to-entry for #prodmgmt. Lots of training is out there, I work for one... :) 
 
ptyoung Agree. Esp #3 RT @wapolanco: A1: My favorite 3 skills I look for: team building & collaboration, salesmanship, 
persistence. 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @ptyoung: @jidoctor RE: A1 - a star PM can get beyond the politics by redefining the "game" on their terms 
and data!  
 
jidoctor #prodmgmttalk key to PM success, sames as key to PMM success = trust, credibility & collaboration, with market facts to 
support decisions  
 
ProdMgmtTalk @wapolanco welcome back! 
 
ptyoung A2: 2nd, get really good at getting outside of your office and developing a mentality that the market is king. 
 
cindyfsolomon A2. Ongoing education, participation in #pcamps, PM orgs, dialogue, blogging, weekly Global Prod Mgmt Talks!! 
 
bdoctor RT @ptyoung: A2: 2nd, get really good at getting outside of your office and developing a mentality that the market is 
king. 
 
ptyoung A2: 3rd, amp up your softer skills (the X-factors!), like ability to inspire othrs, make grt pitches, & communicate w/ 
execs. 
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brainmates Hooray! RT @ptyoung: A2: Get really good at getting outside of your office & developing a mentality that the market 
is king.  
 
aussiegoldy A2: It's good to know stuff about product mgmt, but like any jobs, to succeed you need to build the right 
relationships. 
 
jimargarcia "In God we trust, all others bring data" 
 
wapolanco @ProdMgmtTalk Thanks!!! Two weeks = withdrawals :) 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @jimargarcia: "In God we trust, all others bring data" 
 
cindyfsolomon A2. Constant monitoring of market, competitive, tools, customers, complaints...and eating the dog food... 
 
jimargarcia A2 Take ownership - Run the product like you're the CEO 
 
bdoctor RT @jidoctor: #prodmgmttalk key to PM success, same as key to PMM = trust, cred & collab, with mkt facts to supt 
decisions 
 
ptyoung RT @jimargarcia: "In God we trust, all others bring data" 
 
bdoctor RT @jimargarcia: "In God we trust, all others bring data" 
 
ProdMgmtTalk RT @aussiegoldy: A2: good to know stuff about prod mgmt, but like any jobs, to succeed must build the right 
relationships. 
 
Ycnt_ibdonlyjen RT @brainmates: Hooray! RT @ptyoung: A2: Get really good at getting outside of your office & developing a 
mentality that the market is king. 
 
wapolanco I like! RT @ptyoung: get really good at getting outside of your office and developing a mentality that the market is 
king. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Good to see you again! @Ycnt_ibdonlyjen 
 
wapolanco LOL RT @bdoctor: RT @jimargarcia: "In God we trust, all others bring data" 
 
ptyoung Both, but soft skills aren't as clear RT @ErikaLAndersen: Hard skills v. soft skills. Equal importance? Or one more 
important? 
 
brainmates I like your advice for #prodmgmt @ptyoung 1) Build basic skills, 2) get jiggy with the market & 3) amp up soft skills 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Q3. How can I develop my product management soft skills? 
 
ptyoung A3: How do you get to Carnage Hall? Practice! Most soft skills come down to being a better communicator, which can be 
imprvd. 
 
aussiegoldy A2.2: To succeed you need to ask yourself w/ each decision, will this positively affect my P&L and my users. 
 
jimargarcia See Outliers - 10,000 hrs of practice! RT @ptyoung: A3: How do you get to Carnage Hall? Practice! ...  
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brainmates A3: Practice makes perfect. Also - I find trying to understand the key motivators & drivers of your stakeholders help. 
 
aussiegoldy @ProdMgmtTalk What is counted as soft skills? 
 
ptyoung A3: To become a better communicator, find a mentor. Someone who can call "bull" on you and be honest with you. 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @jimargarcia: See Outliers - 10,000 hrs of practice! RT @ptyoung: A3: How do you get to Carnage Hall? 
Practice! ... 
 
wapolanco Key to succeeding... Sell on the concept deliver on the requirements! Market research and analysis, data IS king! 
 
jidoctor @ptyoung - communication w/o respect, trust & credibility, based on fact, will still leave you flat. it's a four-legged stool 
 
wapolanco RT @aussiegoldy: A2.2: To succeed you need to ask yourself w/ each decision, will this positively affect my P&L and 
my users.  
 
LilianMahoukou @ProdMgmtTalk a2 - Targeting the innovation quadrant not only milking what's been pushed to the market. 
 
ptyoung Broadly, communications. But we'll break into specifics soon! RT @aussiegoldy: @ProdMgmtTalk What is counted as 
soft skills? 
 
brainmates RT @wapolanco: Key to succeeding.Sell on the concept deliver on the requirements! Market research and analysis, 
data IS king!  
 
bdoctor RT @ptyoung: A3: To become a better *PM/PMM*, find a mentor. Someone who can call "bull" on you and be honest 
with you.  
 
ptyoung A3: Use your mentor to practice, to demo your pitch in a safe environment. 
 
cindyfsolomon A3: Are soft skills the necessary communication skills required for all kinds of successful interactions (winning)? 
 
LilianMahoukou RT @wapolanco: I like! RT @ptyoung: get really good at getting outside of your office and developing a 
mentality that the market is king.  
 
bdoctor @ptyoung what do u mean demo ur "pitch" - sounds like sales 
 
ptyoung Could be pitch investment to exec team. Or reqs to ENG...RT @bdoctor: @ptyoung what do u mean demo ur "pitch" 
 
ptyoung A3: Also be a mentor to someone else. Learning how to critique can make you better at receiving critiques! 
 
aussiegoldy @bdoctor In life everything is a pitch. In work, everything is a pitch. You need to be able to influence others. 
re@ptyoung 
 
cindyfsolomon @bdoctor - but aren't we always selling our story & point of view to some degree to gain friends & influence 
peops? 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Q4. What is wrong with the way that HR views product management? 
 
ptyoung A4: It's not that HR is bad, it's that their view of#prodmgmt and #prodmktg is out-dated. ...Not all HR suffer from this. 
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brainmates @aussiegoldy @bdoctor @ptyoung Nicely said - "In life everything is a pitch" 
 
jidoctor #prodmgmttalk think we're missing the point on "pitch", comm is one of the needed skills but not THE skill to make you 
a star 
 
jidoctor #prodmgmttalk the best PMs are good communicators, yes, but know their market better - remember where it starts if 
you want to rise to top 
 
brainmates A4 - I am not quite sure HR can define #prodmgmt in Australia. :) I will definitely get slapped for this one! 
 
cindyfsolomon @jidoctor but could you be a PM Rockstar w/out exceptional comm skills (agree not the only necessary skills) 
 
ptyoung A4: How many times have you seen the job post call for >20 years of experience, then they hire someone with less? 
Often 
 
wapolanco @ptyoung I think being a mentor is just as important as mentee. You learn a lot by teaching ironically enough :) 
 
LilianMahoukou a4 - Would say HR and the corporate culture as a whole. Is it about job titles or dynamic, evolving roles ? 
 
ptyoung A4: HR's view of the world is that as you gain experience, you are more effective (and they should pay you more $, AU$) 
 
cindyfsolomon @jidoctor ahhh-yes! best PMs are good communicators, but know their market better:- remember where it starts 
to rise to top 
 
jidoctor no, you couldn't be a star w/o comm, but you couldn't be one w/o listening either or research or analyzing 
 
ptyoung A4: Experience and Effectiveness do not necessarily correlate in #prodmgmt and #prodmktg 
 
aussiegoldy A4: Many HRs understand what fits in a box. Many PMs don't fit in a box due to their eclectic mix of skills 
 
wapolanco Agreed RT @jidoctor: no, you couldnt be a star w/o comm, but you couldnt be one w/o listening either or research or 
analyzing 
 
brainmates RT @ptyoung: A4: Experience and Effectiveness do not necessarily correlate in #prodmgmt and #prodmktg  
 
ptyoung True! RT @aussiegoldy: A4: Many HRs understand what fits in a box. Many PMs don't fit in a box due to eclectic mix of 
skills. 
 
bdoctor RT @jidoctor best PMs are good communicators, but know their market better:- remember where it starts to rise to top 
 
jidoctor #prodmgmttalk most HR don't understand role (as most people in business don't wither) 
 
cindyfsolomon Q4: oh, don't get me started HR misunderstanding what PM is, what reqs, or how to interview beyond "excited 
about product" 
 
ptyoung A4: Experience is definitely not causal to effectiveness: in#prodmgmt it is possible to be very effective w/ <20 years of 
XP 
 
Nava_Bromberger A4: Conviction (backed up with data) for ideas and ability to stand up for them when necessary 
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LilianMahoukou @ptyoung Agreed! Plus, for some new and disruptive markets, no experience's needed because there's no or 
little history 
 
ProdMgmtTalk RT @jidoctor: most HR dont understand role (as most people in business dont wither)  
 
jidoctor and, if you start talking experience with HR, it only brings up the hotly debated domain or skills question 
 
jimargarcia Less exp -> Less preconceived notions -> Listen better? 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @aussiegoldy: A4: Many HRs understand what fits in a box. Many PMs dont fit in a box due to their eclectic 
mix of skills. 
 
bdoctor A4 Hiring mgr is responsible for definig role reqs - HR 4 filling reqs. If hiring mgr doesnt define...n 
 
ptyoung A4: So our #prodmgmt challenge is, how do people who have <20 yrs of XP become more effective?...by using the X-
factors!  
 
ProdMgmtTalk RT @LilianMahoukou: @ptyoung Agreed! Plus, for new & disrupt markets, no exp needed because theres no or 
little history 
 
wapolanco A4: Too often, HR wants to address need for proj mgr, PMM, marcom, etc. with one role = #prodmgmt. 
 
bdoctor RT @wapolanco: A4: Too often, HR wants to address need for proj mgr, PMM, marcom, etc. with one role = #prodmgmt 
 
ProdMgmtTalk RT @ErikaLAndersen @aussiegoldy: A4: Many HRs understand what fits in box. Many PMs dont fit due to eclectic 
mix of skills. 
 
LilianMahoukou Experience could reinforce wrong habits... Now, we're still back on our soft skills for ensuringn success 
 
ProdMgmtTalk ---->Q5. What are the 7 (SEVEN) X-factors that turn a product manager into a rock star? 
 
aussiegoldy It's do-able RT @wapolanco: A4: Too often, HR wants to address need for proj mgr, PMM, marcom, etc. with one 
role =#prodmgmt. 
 
ptyoung A5: GREAT question! There are 7 X-factors that the#prodmgmt rock stars have figured out how to use to get better 
results. 
 
ptyoung A5: X-factors of #prodmgmt: Inspires Others,Truth to Power,Synthesis,Pitch Artist,Empathetic,Consensus Builder & Exec 
Debater 
 
cindyfsolomon A7. hmmmm....seven.....X Factors that turn a product manager into a rock star? 
 
ptyoung A5: Here is a pretty picture of the 7 X-factors of#prodmgmt: http://bit.ly/kgrksy 
 
wapolanco @aussiegoldy Might be doable.... but effectively/successfully? Doubt it! 
 
brainmates A5 - 8th factor - Relentless Commitment :) 
 
Macmyday @brainmates @wapolanco The only issue I have with data is that it can be so easily put in the wrong perspective 
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ProdMgmtTalk RT @ptyoung: A5: X-factors 1. Inspires 2. Truth to Power 3. Synthesis 4. Pitch Artist 
 
aussiegoldy Oooooh ahhhhhh....pretty! RT @ptyoung: A5: Here is a pretty picture of the 7 X-factors 
of #prodmgmt: http://bit.ly/kgrksy 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr1:Inspires Others:do you have the ability to inspire others TO ACTION? we don't always have 
auth... 
 
BusinessHut RT @cindyfsolomon: Q4: HR misunderstanding what PM is, what reqs, or how to interview beyond "excited about 
product" 
 
LilianMahoukou @ErikaLAndersen @aussiegoldy Also seeking cultural and personality fits could be a better approach for the HR 
folks? 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr2:Truth to Power:do you have the ability to speak the truth to those in power? 
 
jidoctor #prodmgmttalk but @ptyoung, how do you "demonstrate" the x-factors in a meaningful way to HR and hiring and execs 
 
ProdMgmtTalk continued: RT @ptyoung: A5: X-factors 5. Empathetic 6. Consensus Builder 7. Exec Debater 
 
aussiegoldy @wapolanco Can be successful if there is a supporting team. If 1 person does everything = burnout 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @aussiegoldy: @wapolanco Can be successful if there is a supporting team. If 1 person does everything = 
burnout 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Welcome @BusinessHut Glad you could join us again! 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr3:Synthesis:good PMs will take their data to a 100page bizplan. Star PM's will take it to 10 slides 
 
wapolanco Love it. Simple! RT @ptyoung: A5: Here is a pretty picture of the 7 X-factors of #prodmgmt: http://bit.ly/kgrksy 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr4:Pitch Artist:do you RELISH the chance to get in front of your exec team or peers & present? Stars 
do... 
 
cindyfsolomon Gosh - we could spend an hour on each of the 7 X factors that turn a prod mgr into a rock star (and musical 
ability?! 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr5:Empathetic:if you empathize with how the other depts are measured it helps you too. 
 
aussiegoldy @LilianMahoukou @ErikaLAndersen Cultural fit is very important. If you've ever worked in a place you don't fit, 
you'll know! 
 
wapolanco @ErikaLAndersen @aussiegoldy Ahhhhhh yes..... The elusive "resources" ;-) 
 
jimargarcia Silly question: Why *not* speak the truth to those in power? (teeing it up) 
 
LilianMahoukou a4 - Social media has a certain impact on PM's roles now. Can't deny it. We may have a new kind of PM profile 
taking shape? 
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ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr6:Concensus Builder:can you build consensus up and down the org? execs don't make their 
decisions alone! 
 
ptyoung A5: #prodmgmt X-fctr7:Executive Debater:can you go toe-to-toe with an executive whose face is purple without losing 
your cool? 
 
ErikaLAndersen 1000x yes! RT @aussiegoldy: Cultural fit is very important. If youve ever worked in a place you dont fit, youll 
know! 
 
aussiegoldy RT @ptyoung: A5: good PMs will take their data to a 100page bizplan. Star PMs will take it to 10 slides. 
 
ptyoung @jimargarcia #prodmgmttalk people don't speak the truth b/c they fear for their job or product. See: 3 year revenue 
plan hockey stick...  
 
bdoctor @ptyoung how do we demonstrate these xfactors on a resume or in an interview? 
 
cindyfsolomon A5. This 7 X Factor list is what HR needs for hiring great PMs (and great CEOs)....raises the bar quite high 
 
charlieoliver @bdoctor Great question! 
 
ErikaLAndersen RT @bdoctor: @ptyoung how do we demonstrate these xfactors on a resume or in an interview? 
 
jidoctor RT @ptyoung: #prodmgmttalk by definition these are skls that are demonstrated by action & doing. How to measure if a 
musical perf is good? 
 
ProdMgmtTalk moving to next Q6. How can I inspire others to action? 
 
wapolanco Esp "great CEOs" RT @cindyfsolomon: A5. This 7 X Factor list is what HR needs for hiring great PMs (and great CEOs) 
 
jimargarcia Results/Achievements? RT @bdoctor: @ptyoung how do we demonstrate these xfactors on a resume or in an 
interview? 
 
jidoctor but, @ptyoung - that makes these factors subjective, so the definition of a rock star is not standard nor repeatable 
 
ptyoung @bdoctor #prodmgmttalk different ways to demo diff x-factors. I talk about each in my preso, see video 
here:http://slidesha.re/9rGXYL 
 
LilianMahoukou Emotional intelligence, counter-intuition, collaboration, strategy execution, forward-thinking, life long learning, 
agility 
 
ptyoung @jidoctor #prodmgmttalk I'd agree that the definition of rock star is subjective...hence "rock star." – 
 
ptyoung A6: Most #prodmgmt ppl don't have direct authority over those that they need to take action to serve their products 
 
ptyoung A6: There is no "do this because I am your manager and I'll fire you otherwise!" 
 
ProdMgmtTalk @brainmates A6: be really good at what you do, actions speak louder than words 
 
ptyoung A6: Rather than just whining about not having authority, we need to realize how to be effective without it. 
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ptyoung A6: The author Simon Sinek says that we can inspire others to action if we help them understand the "why" behind our 
ask. 
 
bdoctor RT @ptyoung: A6: Rather than just whining about not having authority, we need to realize how to be effective without 
it. 
 
jimargarcia @bdoctor Inspire, Pitch, Empathetic should come out in an interview 
 
charlieoliver @ptyoung Thanks for clarifying A6 & authority, makes perfect sense. You're rocking these answers, keep'em 
coming! _Thank you!_  
 
ptyoung A6: Engineers don't like to be viewed as an interchangeable cog in the machine; a commodity. Give them the "why" 1st. 
 
PrivacyCamp @ProdMgmtTalk #Prodmgmttalk A6 > model what you want others to do. Show them you will roll up your sleeves  
 
wapolanco A6: Tell a convincing story i.e #7 "consensus builder" on X-Factors. 
 
LilianMahoukou @ptyoung Kind of restrictive there. New social tools and channels are crucial for leveraging it all and showing by 
doing 
 
ptyoung A6: Sinek's book is called "Start with Why" if you are interested. 
 
thefairdesmondo A6. Just like public speaking, before you can inspire you must make a connection to each person. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Welcome and thanks for coming @PrivacyCamp! 
 
ptyoung A6: Also a TED talk he gave on Start with Why, good primer: http://youtu.be/u4ZoJKF_VuA 
 
aussiegoldy A6: Find out what makes them tick. Build a relationship. Let others be involved in decisions. Share the glory. 
 
brainmates RT @PrivacyCamp: A6 > model what you want others to do. Show them you will roll up your sleeves ! 
 
ProdMgmtTalk RT @thefairdesmondo: A6. Just like public speaking, before you can inspire you must make a connection to each 
person. 
 
ptyoung RT @ProdMgmtTalk: Welcome and thanks for coming@PrivacyCamp! 
 
jimargarcia A6: Show people where the value is 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Q7. How can I speak the truth to those in power? 
 
LilianMahoukou @ProdMgmtTalk By telling that failure is subjective and also a great opportunity to learn *in context* 
 
Macmyday @cindyfsolomon Rock star preciousness included ;-) 
 
ptyoung A8: Get your buddy to pick apart the edges of your pitch to find the weak points. Is everything backed up by research? 
 
ptyoung A8: Remember that with Execs, it's not about getting through the slides. Could you finish w/o the preso deck? 
 
ProdMgmtTalk welcome! @kate_mcgoey 
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brainmates A8: Thinking on your feet. Preparation and Practice 
 
leonardkish RT @ptyoung: A8: Try to think like chess - 3 steps ahead. If I say this, what will the executive say? What are their 
cncrns? 
 
ErikaLAndersen Know facts cold. RT @brainmates: A8: Thinking on your feet. Preparation and Practice 
 
brainmates RT @ptyoung: Being a good executive debater means you can think and adjust on your feet. Again, this comes down 
to practice. 
 
aussiegoldy Q8: Know your prod data, always. Don't get emotional. Tell exec how you will +tively affect revenue and audience. 
 
LilianMahoukou @ProdMgmtTalk By listening. 
 
wapolanco A7: "Paint the picture". For execs, frame the conversation. Don't bore with just facts. Give strategic view from 
analysis. 
 
LilianMahoukou RT @wapolanco: A7: "Paint the picture". For execs, frame the conversation. Don't bore with just facts. Give 
strategic view from analysis. 
 
imusicmash RT @ptyoung: A8: Try 2 think like chess - 3 steps ahead. If I say this, what will executive say? What are their top 
concerns? 
 
ptyoung #prodmgmttalk A8 sometimes we give execs the data and the obvious answer and they go another direction...they get 
to make those calls...  
 
cindyfsolomon A8: Practice presenting to hostile audiences (standup comedy) and toastmasters good for debate skills 
 
imusicmash RT @ptyoung: A8: Being a good executive debater means you can think & adjust on your feet. Again, this comes 
down 2 practice. 
 
LilianMahoukou @wapolanco Agreed! Reminds the 'Death By PPT' presentation made by Garr Reynolds. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk 2 more questions but only 4 minutes to go....@ptyoung please come back and spend an hour on the X Factors! 
 
jimargarcia RT @ProdMgmtTalk: A8: Practice presenting to hostile audiences (standup comedy) and toastmasters good for 
debate skills 
 
wapolanco RT @LilianMahoukou: @wapolanco Agreed! Reminds the Death By PPT presentation made by Garr Reynolds. 
 
brainmates Agree! RT @ErikaLAndersen: Know facts cold. RT@brainmates: A8: Thinking on your feet. Preparation and Practice 
 
aussiegoldy @ptyoung We've all been through that before, so just accept what you can't change! 
 
ptyoung @ProdMgmtTalk Always happy to be on 
 
ProdMgmtTalk NOTE: No talk next week: Federal US Holiday: Memorial Day - Join us June 6 for next 
 
jidoctor g'night #prodmgmttalk...need to leave.  
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LilianMahoukou @wapolanco Agreed! Reminds me the Death By PPT presentation made by Garr Reynolds 
 
brainmates @ptyoung @ProdMgmtTalk Please come back and chat! 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Join LinkedIn group http://linkd.in/jRmwRx Follow company: http://linkd.in/e3JmDn Like Us on 
Facebook:http://on.fb.me/gEAZiS 
 
ptyoung Thanks everyone for the great #prodmgmttalk Q&A today! 
 
ErikaLAndersen a8: also helps to have legitimate options in back pocket 
 
ptyoung Thanks everyone! For more info, also please check out my blog at: http://bit.ly/b1mJJR 
 
ProdMgmtTalk @jidoctor Thanks for joining everyone! 
 
ptyoung For a specific detailed post on the X-factors of#prodmgmt, see: http://bit.ly/lzmzrV 
 
jimargarcia Thank you! RT @ptyoung: Thanks everyone for the great #prodmgmttalk Q&A today! 
 
ptyoung For the presentation that started this whole thing, see:http://slidesha.re/9rGXYL 
 
ProdMgmtTalk @cindyfsolomon will capture all URLs mentioned today & post transcript w/in 72 hrs. ebooks of past twitter talks 
coming soon! 
 
wapolanco Thanks for the engaging questions @ptyoung 
 
brainmates RT @ptyoung: For the presentation that started this whole thing, see: http://slidesha.re/9rGXYL 
 
aussiegoldy Thanks for a great #prodmgmttalk  
 
ProdMgmtTalk Thank you for an excellent talk today @ptyoung 
 
LilianMahoukou RT @ptyoung: For the presentation that started this whole thing, see: http://slidesha.re/9rGXYL 
 
imusicmash RT @wapolanco A7 "Paint the picture" 4 execs, frame the conversation. Don't bore w just facts. Give strategic view 
fr analysis  
 
ErikaLAndersen Very cool. RT @ProdMgmtTalk: ebooks of past twitter talks coming soon! 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Excellent everyone! @brainmates is requesting#pcamp accolades to support Sydney Australia pcamp in 2 weeks - 
send direct 
 
brainmates See you everyone! Have a good evening or a good day if you are in Australia. 
 
ProdMgmtTalk Please join us on FB to stay updated with news & please blog about today's talk to be 
repostedhttp://www.prodmgmttalk.com 
 
thefairdesmondo Thanks for a great talk today @ptyoung. Learnt much! 
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LilianMahoukou @ErikaLAndersen Indeed!  
 
leonardkish A7, for the record. Create empathy for, and take the side of, your users and customers. 
 
Macmyday I got the Twitter whale (Twitter is over capacity) for most of the discussion today, so I missed most of it 
 
ErikaLAndersen Totally agree. RT @thefairdesmondo: Thanks for a great talk today @ptyoung. Learnt much! 
 
ProdMgmtTalk @Macmyday No worries: Unedited transcript from todayhttp://bit.ly/if7BBY read from bottom up 
 
wapolanco Thanks for the 
RTs @lilianmahoukou @ErikaLAndersen @aussiegoldy@bdoctor @brainmates @autintweets @ptyoung great conversation 
 
brainmates @wapolanco Always a pleasure to see you at #prodmgmttalk. Please visit us in person if you are ever in Australia 
 
kfriedson RT @aussiegoldy: It's do-able RT @wapolanco: A4: Too often, HR wants to address need for proj mgr, PMM, marcom, 
etc. with one role = #prodmgmt. 
 
kfriedson RT @bdoctor: RT @wapolanco: A4: Too often, HR wants to address need for proj mgr, PMM, marcom, etc. with one 
role = #prodmgmt. 
 
kfriedson RT @ptyoung: I teach #prodmgmt skills each week, and what I've found is that having the skills is just step 1. You have 
to go beyond them. 
 
kfriedson RT @ptyoung: A4: It's not that HR is bad, it's that their view of#prodmgmt and #prodmktg is out-dated. ...Not all HR 
suffer from this. 
 
johnpeltier RT @ptyoung Here is a pretty picture of the 7 X-factors of #prodmgmt:http://bit.ly/kgrksy 
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